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The Holocaust: History and Life Lessons is taught to students in grades IX-XII and developed in accordance with methodological recommendations with the support of the Yad Vashem International School of Holocaust Studies, Jerusalem.
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• The study of the history of Holocaust – the danger of remaining indifirent
• The role of abuse of power
• The responsibilities of individuals
• Human right violations
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• The culture and history of Jewish people
• From ancient time to XX century

• Historical facts and events
• Memories of Jewish residents
• Old photographs
• Archive documents
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- What is the basis of the lesson – facts and documents
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• What is the basis of the lesson - old photos
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• What is the basis of the lesson – stories from the past

From left to right: Gorovets, Sara Natanson, Riva (Ruchl) Dubosarskaya, Riva (Ruchl) Garshtein, Sheyva Kertsman, Belka Blitshtein, Vallya Pipla (director's sister), Golda ('Koka') Bruter, Leizer Maryasin, Sorokopur (son of the Gymnaziun secretary), Lungu.
Second row: Basya Lvovskaya, Hinka Spivak, Sara Gibrich, Tsukman (physics teacher), Lipkan (director), Sorokopur (the secretary), Leva Bruter, Nema Kogan.
Third row: Udel Blitshtein, Riva Maryasin, Tsilia Litguyet, Nona Galiggersky, Buma (Abram) Kogan.
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• Principal Sources

• https://www.yadvashem.org
• https://www.jewishgen.org/bessarabia/
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